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understanding the cognitive abilities test™ (cogat - understanding the cognitive abilities test™ (cogat®)
heather pillman, assessment consultant colorado, new mexico, nevada, utah 303.494.0726 office |
720.375.2640 cell cognitive abilities test 7 (cogat7) - masonohioschools - cognitive abilities test 7
(cogat7) the cognitive abilities test (cogat) measures a student’s learned reasoning abilities in the three areas
most linked to academic success in school: verbal, quantitative, and nonverbal. although its primary goal is to
assess cognitive abilities test (cogat) - laurel.k12 - cognitive abilities test (cogat) the cognitive abilities
test (cogat), is a norm based intelligence test assessing the student's aptitude in reasoning and problem
solving by using verbal (word), quantitative (number), and nonverbal (picture- interpreting and using cogat
test scores - decisions. the cogat (cognitive abilities test), nnat (naglieri nonverbal ability test), and olsat (otislennon school ability test) are tests of critical thinking, reasoning, and problem solving; the sol tests are tests
of achievement in specific content areas such as science, writing or math. cognitive abilities test™ form 7
a short guide for teachers - purpose of the test form 7 of the cognitive abilities test (cogat) appraises the
level and pattern of verbal, quantitative, and spatial (nonverbal) reasoning abilities for students from
kindergarten through grade 12. these abilities reflect the overall efficiency of cognitive processes and
strategies that cognitive abilities test form 7 prdt ide - aacs - the cognitive abilities test™ ®(cogat)
product guide helps school administrators and test coordinators understand and select cogat products and
services in preparation for ordering. this guide supports the adopt phase of the assessment life cycle. as you
consider your purposes
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